Abstract. Let µ be a measure on the real line R such that R dµ(t) 1+t 2 < ∞ and let a > 0. Assume that the norms f L 2 (R) and f L 2 (µ) are comparable for functions f in the Paley-Wiener space PWa and that PWa is dense in L 2 (µ). We reconstruct the canonical Hamiltonian system JX ′ = zHX such that µ is the spectral measure for this system.
Introduction
The standard procedure in the inverse spectral theory of ordinary differential operators [10] , [12] is based on construction of transformation operators, that is, operators mapping eigensolutions of an unperturbed differential equation into those of the perturbed one. The procedure for recovery of the transformation operators, be it the Gelfand-Levitan-Marchenko formalism or the Krein equation, is via solving compact integral equations for the corresponding kernels. In the context of operators with rough coefficients, the strongest results of this approach so far are the inverse spectral theory for Dirac operators with L 1 -potentials constructed in [1] and the theory of Schroedinger operators with W −1 2 potentials [7, 8] . A natural limitation for this kind of argument is that the operators in the integral equations have to be (at least) compact perturbations of unity.
In the present paper we pursue a different statement of the problem. Rather than imposing conditions on spectral data/coefficients of differential operator, which imply the existence of transformation operators, we characterize the spectral measures for which bounded transformators exist (Theorem 1). Since the transformators obtained generally have no good kernel properties, their existence per se does not imply a solution of the recovery problem, for no analogue of the standard formulae expressing the potential via values of the kernel is possible. Our main result (Theorem 2) is a recovery procedure for an operator from its spectral measure which does not use such formulae. All these are done in a model situation of Dirac-like canonical systems which we describe now.
1.1. Existence of transformation operators. Consider a canonical Hamiltonian system of order two on a finite interval [0, ℓ], JX ′ (r, z) = zH(r)X(r, z), 0 < r < ℓ, z ∈ C.
Here the Hamiltonian H is a mapping from [0, ℓ] to the set of 2 × 2 non-negative matrices with real entries, Trace H ∈ L 
Let us recall the notions of a transformation operator and a spectral measure. Define Θ H = Θ H (r, z) to be the first column of the matrix M , and let H 0 = ( 1 0 0 1 ). Then Θ H0 = ( cos rz − sin rz ). The transformation operator S H is by definition a linear map of appropriate function spaces such that
This formula correctly defines S H on the linear span of
The Weyl function,
, has positive imaginary part in the upper halfplane of the complex plane C, hence there is a measure µ 0 such that R dµ(t)
for some b 0, c ∈ R. We will refer to µ as the principal spectral measure, see Section 2 for details. By the inverse problem we mean restoring H from the principal spectral measure.
Fix a > 0 and denote by PW a the Paley-Wiener space of functions in L 2 (R) whose Fourier transform vanishes outside [−a, a]. We consider measures µ having the following properties:
(1) µ is a measure on R such that µ({0}) > 0 and R dµ(t) 
The class of measures satisfying (1)-(3) contains spectral measures of canonical systems corresponding to Dirac operators L Q : X → JX ′ + QX with selfadjoint potentials Q ∈ L 1 [0, ℓ] (the reduction of the Dirac opeartor to a canonical system can be found e. g. in [14] ). The Dirac operator on the interval [0, 1] with an L 1 -potential in the standard form has the Neumann-Dirichlet and Neumann spectra, λ n , µ n , such that {λ n − π(n + 1/2)}, {µ n − πn} resp., are the Fourier coefficients of L 1 -functions [1] . In the classical theory, the inverse problem for these data is solved via the Krein equation for an appropriate kernel whose existence is derived from the smallness of the reminder in the spectral asymptotics. The existence of transformation operators for measures in Theorem 1 does not follow from this type of argument. For instance, an inverse problem with a measure µ supported on the set {πn + d n } n∈Z with sup n |d n | < π/4, inf n |d n | > 0, apparently cannot be handled via the Gelfand-Levitan-Marchenko-Krein construction, while such measures do exist among those satisfying conditions of Theorems 1 and 2, by the Kadec 1/4-theorem [9] . Instead of integral equations for kernels, we apply a general inverse spectral theory by L. de Branges [3] . Notice that we use the de Branges theory to construct the algorithm, rather than in a uniqueness question [5] . A motivation to study inverse problems in the class of measures µ under consideration can be found in paper [13] by C. Remling.
It is an open problem to find a tractable description of Hamiltonians H for which the condition (b) of Theorem 1 is satisfied. A simple explicit necessary condition can be obtained by successive differentiation of (3) at z = 0, see Proposition 3.2 for the case of diagonal Hamiltonians. Towards this problem, we would like to make the following observation. It is motivated by the fact that the Hamiltonians corresponding to Dirac operators [4, 14] discussed above are bounded and boundedly invertible in the sense that
In Proposition 5.1 we show that the latter property alone does not imply that the corresponding space L 2 (µ) is norm equivalent to a Paley-Wiener space PW a , that is, we construct a bounded and boundedly invertible Hamiltonian such that the property (2) does not hold for the corresponding principal spectral measure.
1.2. Recovery algorithm. The recovery algorithm for Hamiltonians of canonical systems whose principal spectral measures have properties (1) − (3) could be summarized as follows. Take a number s ∈ [0, a]. By property (2), the truncated Toeplitz operator, T µ,s , [2, 15] 
is correctly defined, positive, and invertible on the Paley-Wiener space PW s . Define functions in L 2 (µ) by
where c is the constant from formula (5),
t(1+t 2 ) , and
.
Consider the strictly increasing bijection ζ :
turn out to be absolutely continuous on [0, ℓ]. We denote by g
Theorem 2. Assume that µ is a measure with properties (1) − (3). Then µ is the principal spectral measure corresponding to the Hamiltonian H on [0, ℓ] given by
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Some known facts
In this section we recall some facts from the direct spectral theory of canonical Hamiltonian systems and de Branges theory of Hilbert spaces of entire functions. All information we need can be found in de Branges book [3] or Lecture notes [14] . 
such that H coincides with the rank-one operator f → f, e C 2 e almost everywhere on I, and I is the maximal interval (with respect to inclusion) having this property.
Let H be a regular Hamiltonian on [0, ℓ], and Θ H be the solution of the Cauchy problem (10) . Denote the components of Θ H in the standard basis of C 2 by Θ ± H . Remark that Θ H coincides with the first column of the fundamental matrix solution (2) . Assume that H is compatible at 0. Then for every r ∈ (0, ℓ] the function
is an entire function of order at most 1 and of finite exponential type; it does not vanish on the real line. Moreover, E H,r belongs to the Hermite-Biehler class, that is, |E H,r (z)| < |E H,r (z)| for all z in the upper half-plane C + = {z ∈ C : Im z > 0}.
Each function E from the Hermite-Biehler class determines a Hilbert space of entire functions (de Branges space),
equipped with the inner product (f, g) B(E) = (f /E, g/E) L 2 (R) . In the above formula H 2 + stands for the classical Hardy space in C + , and we denote f * : z → f (z). Denote by I(H) be the set of indivisible intervals of the Hamiltonian H. For r ∈ [0, ℓ] consider the Hilbert space
The Weyl-Titchmarsh transform,
maps the space H r unitarily onto B(E r ). Moreover, the operator W r takes solutions Θ H (·,w) on the interval [0, r] into the reproducing kernels of the de Branges space B(E H,r ),
Now take r = ℓ. Given a mapping X : [0, ℓ] → C 2 , denote by X ± its components in the standard basis of
The principal spectral measure µ defined in (15) coincides with the measure
where δ x denotes the Dirac measure concentrated at x ∈ R. The restriction
is a unitary operator from B(E H,ℓ ) onto L 2 (µ), and thus Π µ W ℓ is an isomorphism between H ℓ and L 2 (µ). The term spectral applied to the measure µ refers to the fact that
on a natural domain corresponding to the boundary condition X − (0) = X − (ℓ) = 0, see [6] . To spell this out, The collection {Ran W r } r∈M is called the de Branges chain corresponding to the function E.
Proof of Theorem 1
We will need two standard results from the theory of de Branges spaces. Their proofs are included for completeness. We write H 1 ⊜ H 2 for Hilbert spaces H 1 , H 2 if H 1 coincides with H 2 as a set and the norms in H 1 and H 2 are equivalent. Hermite-Biehler functions E such that B(E) ⊜ PW a for some a > 0 are described in Theorem 4 of [11] , see also [16] . Proof. Denote E H,r = E r . For every r ∈ (0, ℓ) not being an inner point of an indivisible interval for H define the Hilbert space
It is easy to check that C r has properties (A 1 ) − (A 3 ) from Theorem B.1. Hence C r is a de Branges subspace of PW a . It follows from Theorem B.4 that C r coincides (as a Hilbert space) with a Paley-Wiener space PW s for some s ∈ [0, a]. This immediately implies that H has no indivisible intervals, for otherwise there would exist r, t ∈ [0, ℓ] such that C r is a subspace in C t of codimension 1 which is impossible for two Paley-Wiener spaces. It follows that the correspondence r → s defines a monotone injection from [0, ℓ] to [0, a]. The lemma will be proved if we show that the range of this injection coincides with [0, a]. Indeed for any s ∈ [0, a] the space
is a de Branges subspace of B(E ℓ ), again by Theorem B.1. This subspace coincides with C t for some t, and it is clear that this t goes to s under the injection.
Remark. With some effort, Lemma 3.1 admits the following generalization: for every pair of regular Hamiltonians H 1 , H 2 on [0, ℓ] which are compatible at 0 and satisfy the relation B(E H1,ℓ ) ⊜ B(E H2,ℓ ), there exists an increasing bijection
Remark. The function ξ from Lemma 3.1 is obviously continuous. It is not known however if this function ξ is absolutely continuous on the interval [0, a]. The absolute continuity of ξ is equivalent to the fact that the Hamiltonian H has rank two almost everywhere on [0, ℓ]. Krein's formula for exponential type (see [14] ) can be written in the form s = 
unitary operator. Then µ is the corresponding principal spectral measure, that is, it satisfies (5).
Proof. Consider the function k = Π −1 µ χ {0} in B(E H,ℓ ), where χ {0} is the indicator of the singleton {0}. Since Π µ is isometric, we have
for every f ∈ B(E H,ℓ ). It follows that k is a scalar multiple of the reproducing kernel of B(E H,ℓ ) at the origin. By formula (15) 
, where k ℓ t denotes the reproducing kernel of B(E H,ℓ ) at the point t. This shows that µ({t}) = k ℓ t −2
B(E H,ℓ ) and hence µ coincides with the principal spectral measure, see formula (16) .
Proof of Theorem 1. Let us check that assertion (a) yields assertion (b). As in the proof of Lemma 3.1, consider the Hilbert space
Then B ⊜ PW a and the embedding Π µ : B → L 2 (µ) is a unitary operator. By Theorem B.1, B is the de Branges space generated by an Hermite-Biehler function E; we may choose E so that E(0) = 1. The space B is regular since so is PW a . The function E does not vanish on the real line, for otherwise there would exist a point w 0 such that f (w 0 ) = 0 for all f in B ⊜ PW a , see (15) (11) . By Lemma 3.2 the measure µ coincides with the corresponding principal spectral measure. By Lemma 3.1, the Hamiltonian H has no indivisible intervals, hence the domain of definition of the Weyl-Titchmarsh transform associated to H is the whole space L 2 (H, ℓ).
denote the WeylTitchmarsh transforms associated with Hamiltonians H 0 and H, respectively. Consider solutions Θ H0 (·, z), Θ H (·, z) of Cauchy problem (10) for H 0 , H. For every w ∈ C formula (15) says
where k
H0
w is the reproducing kernel of PW a at the point w; k H w is the reproducing kernel of B(E H,ℓ ) at w. Define the operator T µ,a by formula (6) with s = a. We
This formula and the unitarity of the embedding Π µ means that T 
is bounded, invertible and coincides with S H on complete family of functions Θ H0 (·,w), w ∈ C, which yields assertion (b). Now let assertion (b) be satisfied. Then the Hamiltonian H is compatible at 0 and ℓ, and Π µ :
is a unitary operator, see Section 2. Let us keep notation S H for the extension to the whole space L 2 (H 0 , a) of the operator S H in the statement of Theorem 1. By assumption, S H :
H0 from PW a to B(E H,ℓ ). Observe that formula (19) does not depend of assumption (a), hence
Define the Hilbert spacẽ
Since T is bounded and invertible, we haveB ⊜ PW a . Next, for every f ∈ PW a and w ∈ C we have
w ∈ PW a regarded as an element ofB is the reproducing kernel at the point w. On the other hand, for all w ∈ C we have
where we used formula (20). This shows that Hilbert spaces of entire functionsB and B(E H,ℓ ) have the same reproducing kernels. Hence, they coincide as Hilbert spaces. It follows that B(E H,ℓ ) =B ⊜ PW a . Now assertion (a) follows from the fact that the embedding operator Π µ :
The proof of the following elementary proposition is left to the reader. 
and similarly,
. This is enough for the proof of Proposition.
As a corollary, we obtain the following necessary condition in the diagonal case. 
for all positive s a and all integer n 1, where a n (s) =
Hint. By Krein's formula, we have B(E H,s ) = PW s for all s ∈ [0, a], see Remark after Lemma 3.1. Therefore, for all integers n 1 the L 2 (H 0 , s)-norm of the left hand side of (21) is comparable to the L 2 (H, s)-norm of the right hand side of (21).
Proof of Theorem 2
We start with the following simple lemma. 
where µ is the principal spectral measure from (5) .
Proof. Take r ∈ [0, ℓ]. Since the Hamiltonian H has no indivisible intervals, the operators W r : (14), (17) are unitary and the operator Π µ W r :
Indeed, the first formula above is (15) for w = 0. The second formula can be obtained from the following computation:
It remains to use the fact that Π µ W r is an isometry.
The main observation allowing to solve the inverse problem is formulated as follows. 
where sinc s (t −w) = sin s(t−w) π(t−w) is the reproducing kernel of the space PW s .
Proof. For any f ∈ PW s we have
µ,s sinc s (t −w) B(E H,ξ(s) ) , as required.
Given an entire function F and a point z ∈ C, we will denote byḞ (z),F (z) the values of its first and second derivatives at the point z, correspondingly. 
Thus, the function ζ defined in Section 1 coincides with the function ξ. Using Lemma 4.1 again, we obtain
Since Trace H(t) = 2 for almost all t ∈ [0, ℓ], we also have for all r ∈ [0, ℓ]. In particular, the functions g 1 , g 2 , g defined in (8) are absolutely continuous and the Hamiltonian in the right hand side of formula (9) coincides with H almost everywhere on [0, ℓ].
Example of non-Paley-Wiener Hamiltonian
The following example shows that a Hamiltonian H on [0, ℓ] can be bounded away from 0 and ∞ but the space B(E H,ℓ ) be not equivalent to a Paley-Wiener space.
